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CAPTURE 
EXPERIENCE 

Capture One-Third of a Century of Raymond's 

Wisdom in One Spectacular Year! 



The Exclusive ORBITrM Experience 

LIVE 

RAYMOND'S 

LIFE FOR AN 

ENTIRE VEAR 

Join Raymond on his Rocket Ship to a much 

higher ORBIT. There is limited seating on this 

rocket - very few will be accepted. 



The Exclusive ORBIT™ Experience 

ORBIT 

EXPERIENCE 

Raymond's Small Intimate Innermost Circle 
Offered Only to You if You Truly Are Willing to 

Move Rapidly To Unimagined Success 

0 Overcome your toughest obstacles to a life of ease 

R _Reinvent yourself to stay ahead of change 

B _!:!egin earning your annual income in an hour 

Invest in yourself once; enjoy giant benefits forever 

T Iake charge of your future with total support from a Master Coach 
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™ 

Imagine yourself on stage earning 

your annual income in an hour



The Exclusive ORBJTTM Experience 

OVERCOME THE GRAVITATIONAL PULL OF 

BAD HABITS. PROCRASTINATION. FEAR AND INACTION. 

Enormous propulsion is required over a short period of time to blast you off from 
your current level to a much higher ORBIT. What is that rocket fuel? What is that 
radical propulsion? It's Raymond's secrets that have propelled him!! And, once the 
propulsion is gathered, the jump up to the higher orbit is startlingly instantaneous ... 
as proven by Quantum Physics. 

QUANTUM PHYSICS 

Simplistically, an atom is a nucleus in the centre with electrons spinning around in 
specifically defined orbits, each one higher than the previous. When electrons are 
excited (given higher energy), they move up to the next higher orbit - but the move 
is instantaneous - faster than the speed of light, faster than any machine can detect. 
The electrons just ARE at one orbit and then they just ARE at the higher orbit. That's 
your future. Given enough fuel from Raymond, you will suddenly BE at a higher orbit, 
with all its enjoyable benefits like higher income, greater wealth, better relationships, 
better fitness. no debt, ability to postulate to get whatever you wish effortlessly. 

NEWTONIAN PHYSICS 

Sir Isaac Newton discovered the Universal Law of Gravitation which states that the 
force of gravity falls as the square of the distance between two objects. That means. 
when you go up to a higher ORBIT that is twice as far from the centre. your pull of 
gravity is only one-quarter. When you rise 3 times the distance. gravity drops to l /9th. 
So. all the ills of your life - procrastination. bad habits. errors, regrets, mistakes - fall 
away to tiny irrelevance as soon as you begin moving upwards!! 

Note what Raymond has done for his own company: 

• 97% of its income is derived from products and services it did not offer - and had
not even imagined - a scant 5 years ago.
• Because of this constant propulsion up to a higher and higher ORBIT, Raymond's
company is enjoying a profit 500% higher than 5 years ago.
• In Raymond's first year as a professional speaker in 1983, he earned $250,000
working full time travelling around the continent with considerable effort. Now,
Raymond's lowest earning company of many earns way more than that requiring
only one hour a week from Raymond and no travel.
• No effort was needed for these income increases.



The Exclusive ORBIT™ Experience 

Those are Raymond's actual results. Are those the results you have? Are those the 

result you desire? If so. you are a rare breed and a very special person. You may well 

qualify. 

Low energy equals low orbit equals the heightened pull of gravitation of 

procrastination and mistakes and efforting. High energy equals suddenly living 

easily at higher orbits equals lowered gravitational pull of the hardships and debts 

and regrets of life. 

The world is changing fast and has no patience for those who are content. The world 

punishes complacency very harshly. Blockbuster was content - now it's been 

crushed by iTunes. Toys R Us was satisfied; now it's bankrupt. Polaroid was the world 

leader - now it's gone even though the inventor of digital cameras was one of its own 

employees!! Taxi companies are going bankrupt around the world - because of a 

new kind of taxi service they didn't see coming, Uber. Most travel agents are out of 

business because of the Internet. Most tellers have been replaced by ATMs. They all 

claim they did not see it coming. Now it's your turn to harvest the goodies of life or 

be crushed by a new disruption you didn't see coming. 

But. you are that special person who knows this and wishes to prevent it. no matter 

what. There is only one way to prevent it ... The ORBITTM. 

Please note. it is not just the giant worldwide corporations that have failed (fallen out 

of ORBIT). it is the millions of small entrepreneurs that got pulled down into the 

Black Hole of bankruptcy when the giants fell. For every Blockbuster store that 

closed. there's a family that depends on a parent cleaning that store at night. a 

parent operating a local store. a parent serving food at a local restaurant. When big 

companies fall. thousands of other entrepreneurs get hurt. They all cry the same 

mantra: we didn't see it coming. 

SAFETY IS NOT FOUND IN STAYING THE SAME, FAILURE IS 

FOUND THERE! 
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The Exclusive ORBITrM Experience 

IN YOUR HIGHER ORBIT: 

• Income is effortless:

• Results simply seem to happen just by Postulate, not by struggle;

• Your new colleagues will be powerful and supportive: and

• The predominate atmosphere will be admiration, respect, helpfulness.

RAYMOND REDISCOVERS WILD SUCCESS FOR HIS OWN COMPANY 

EVERY YEAR AND. HE CAN DO IT FOR YOU TOO. 

Wouldn't it be nice if there were no change.just for a while? Well. here's the deal. The 
world is speeding up. The sweetness of no-change is no longer possible. Grab that 
rocket propulsion and blast off to the higher ORBIT. or get pulled down by the 
gravitation of bad habits. indifference. satisfaction. fears. The other entrepreneurs and 
companies who are now the victims of change didn't see it coming either!! 

When you meet someone new. what do you say? Do you improvise something you 
hope will sound nice? Here's what I say. 

'' Hello, I'm Raymond Aaron, NY Times bestselling author, Professional Speaker, 
Creator of educational products that really work and an Adventurer. My income 
is very high, my vacations are frequent, my relationships are a blessing, and I'm 
calm and happy. But, it wasn't always like this. At age 39, I was just fired and 
divorced, $100,000 in debt and depressed. I saw no future. Now I am at the 
helm of a wildly successful educational institution supporting entrepreneurs 
like you to blast off to a far higher ORBIT of grace, effortlessness, ease, very high 
income and calm. Interested? 

Can you feel the difference? 



The Exclusive ORBIT™ Experience 

WHEN THE MASTER TAPS YOU ON THE SHOULDER. 

IT•s A MESSAGE. 

HEED THE CALL. 

Achieve what others will never achieve. Achieve beyond what you ever believed you 
could achieve. Raymond will clean the windshield of your rocket ship so that you can 

look into your future, instead of attempting to steer the rocket ship looking in the 

rear-view mirror. Do not let your Past define you - that is the gravitational pull of fear 
and futile hope for safety. Let Raymond set "impossible" goals for you and then ensure 

that you achieve them - guaranteed. 

There are only three ORBITS and you are on one of them: 

1. HICH MOTION WITH EASE

• Sir Richard Branson runs 400 companies effortlessly. Raymond runs 40 companies,

brands and cash-gushing websites effortlessly. Elon Musk runs 7 companies

effortlessly. There is no need for hope here.

2. HICH MOTION WITH STRUCCLE

• This is the plight of practically every employee and entrepreneur. Lots of struggle.

Lots of late nights working. Lots of hectic weekends. Lots of junk food. Poor fitness
and poor health. Poor relationship with family. Hope and efforting live here.

3. LOW MOTION AND LOW EXPECTATIONS

• This is the low level of spinning wheels. This is where low income lives. This is where

people have given up. Life is just too fast-paced for them. This is the space of
unhappiness, chronic ill health, lost hope.

IF YOU ARE AT THE BOTTOM LEVEL 3, NO ONE CAN HELP YOU. 

IF YOU ARE AT THE BLESSED TOP LEVEL 1, YOU DO NOT NEED HELP. 

IF YOU ARE AT THE ALL-IMPORTANT LEVEL 2, YOU NEED THAT 

ROCKET PROPULSION NOW!! 
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The Exclusive ORBITrM Experience 

OUR CLIENTS 

INVEST IN RAYMOND'S ORBl"fTM ONCE, ENJOY THE FINANCIAL 

AND OTHER LIFE BENEFITS OVER AND OVER AGAIN. 

Not everyone can handle this G-Force of blasting up to the higher ORBIT. Not 

everyone is ready. Not everyone wants increased success and income and 

happiness - all with little effort. If you are one of the very few, this is it and 

Raymond is the propulsion to get you up to the new ORBIT. 

No one gets closer to Raymond and his highly-branded super-celebrity friends. 

He found what worked. But, most important he found what worked 

spectacularly well and he also found what didn't work. Enter Raymond's lab. 

Gain his wealth of experience. 

PREREQUISITES: 

• You must be coachable, positive, eager and dedicated for the whole year

• You must be in business or want to launch a business

• You must have a deep desire to dramatically increase your income
• You must want to earn money with far less effort



The Exclusive ORBIT™ Experience 

WHAT YOU'LL GET: 

o You will enjoy Raymond's Highest Level of Dedication and Interaction to
ensure your success

o You will absorb 14 to 25 days of massive education during the year to develop
the diversified skills and talents from Raymond which you will need to
dramatically increase your income

o Raymond's team will produce powerful professional promotional videos for
you to enhance your brand to be used across all social media. websites. before
speeches and in sales funnels.

o Your message will be strongly promoted across all Raymond's social media at
the timing of your choice

o You will be a featured speaker or Master of Ceremonies at one of Raymond's
major events to enhance your celebrity and to demonstrate your
communications skills

o You will have a deep understanding of the principles of the Spiritual Universe
to create tangible results in the Physical Universe. specifically you will be able
to postulate to effortlessly create desired results.

o You will be in business or your current business will be dramatically enhanced

o You will create. with the support of our professional staff. three repurposed
highly-saleable products derived from your book

o You will be well branded and highly-regarded

o You will notice a huge difference in how people treat you and view you

o In summary. you will get a wildly and measurably enhanced ability to
communicate. persuade. market. and earn income
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The Exclusive ORBITrM Experience 

SPECIFIC DELIVERABLES: 

21SECRET S ONE-YEAR COACHING AND MENTORING SERVICE 

o Access to Raymond's confidential book 2 7 Secrets of the Very Rich and
Very Happy

o Six 45-minutes private 1-on-l coaching sessions throughout the year

o Raymond's cellphone number for text messages throughout the year

o 12 Half-day interactive video mentoring sessions

o Successful achievement of your own goals every month guaranteed

o Personal review of your goals by Raymond every month

o Total transformation - Financially. Socially. Physically. Spiritually

o Unlock your 7-figure potential

o Intentional Congruence - the highest possible human efficiency

o Profit effortlessly using the principles of the Spiritual Universe

o No charge VIP Elite participation at Raymond's one-week Retreat (not
retroactive - if you've already purchased the next Retreat. then this free
Retreat is for the following year)

o Featured in Success Stories of the 21 Secrets of the Very Rich and Very
Happy

UPGRADED l-ON-1 COACHING 

o Coaching sessions upgraded to full hour



The Exclusive ORBIT™ Experience 

14 GIFTS FROM THE HIGHER ORBIT 

NEVER BEFORE OFFERED! 

Introducing a fascinating list of benefits NEVER BEFORE OFFERED and all 
of them are a part of The ORBIT™ . Some will have priceless value beyond 

imagining. 

01. SHADOW RAYMOND

o Introducing a fascinating list of benefits NEVER BEFORE OFFERED and all of
them are a part of The ORBITfM . Some will have priceless value beyond
imagining.

02. ONCE IN A LIFETIME UP-BRANDING

o You may do an unlimited number of Facebook Live videos and publicity
photos in Raymond's office, Raymond's car. Raymond's workshops, Raymond's
other stages to dramatically and permanently upbrand you to Raymond's
brand.

03. FREE US$5,000 CASH

o You may use this credit towards the tuition for any program offered by The
Raymond Aaron Group™ . (No change given)

o Note though that there are so many free workshops offered that most of
what you will want to invest this $5000 into is already yours for free. Read on.

04. VISIT WITH RAYMOND'S CELEB FRIENDS

o Whenever Raymond is hosting a super famous celebrity friend. you are
invited to join in an intimate conversation.

o Being in the higher energy ORBIT of both Raymond and his high energy
super famous colleagues will change your vision forever.
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The Exclusive ORBITrM Experience 

CONTINUED ... 

05. HOW RAYMOND'S OFFICE REALLY WORKS

o You may visit Raymond's Head Office to actually see behind-the-scenes how
it is really set up and how Raymond can earn millions coming to the office only
once every month. This tell-all tour and Q&A will be led by Raymond's CEO and
Raymond's CFO.

06. HOW RAYMOND'S WORKSHOPS WORK

o You will meet with Raymond before each day of a Workshop to learn exactly
what he is secretly doing to create a great event and to dramatically increase
sales. These are trade secrets never shared before. If you are planning to host
a workshop, these trade secrets will earn you millions.

07. INTIMACY WITH RAYMOND & WIFE

o You and a guest will be invited to join Raymond and his wife Karyn. as their
guest. at his favourite restaurant in the world. for the most spectacular dining
experience of your life and even greater intimacy with Raymond and his wife.
It's not just the dinner. it's the special connection with Raymond and it's even
more opportunity to learn how Raymond truly conducts his life.

08. APPEAR ON RAYMOND'S STAGE

o You will have the privilege of being the Master of Ceremonies on Raymond's
stage at his most prestigious conference of the year.

o You will be allowed to host a booth at that Conference in order to offer your
products or services and to distribute approved literature.

09. RAYMOND WILL SPEAK FOR YOU

o If you host an event. Raymond will be the featured speaker at no charge to
you. (There will even be no travel expense to you unless the event is outside
North America.)

10. EVERY WORKSHOP ALL YEAR

o For all Workshops under $2.500 tuition offered by The Raymond Aaron
Group™ , anywhere in the world:

• You may attend at no charge (except travel) as VIP
• You will receive Special Recognition at each Workshop



The Exclusive ORBIT™ Experience 

CONTINUED ... 

11. EVERY WORKSHOP WITH COMPANION

o For all Workshops under $2,500 tuition offered by The Raymond Aaron
Group™ . anywhere in the world:

• You may bring a guest also at VIP at no charge except travel
• You may invite another couple to attend also at VIP and also at no charge,

even if you do not attend that Workshop

12. RAYMOND WILL BUILD YOUR PRODUCTS

o Raymond and his team will take whatever you offer (a book. a service. a
product. coaching, ... ) and will fully and professionally produce THREE
highly-salable products repurposed from your original product or service.

13. ANNUAL RETREAT COMPANION

o Remember. as part of 21 SECRETS. you get to go to Raymond's Annual
Spiritual Retreat at the highest level. VIP Elite, as Raymond's guest. But wait.
there's more.

o You may bring a companion to share your room. also as Raymond's special
guest. at no charge except travel. at the highest level. VIP Elite. to Raymond's
Annual Spiritual Retreat. (not retroactive - If you have already purchased a
Retreat for a companion, this free companion Retreat will apply to your next
Retreat.)

14. COACHING BY ONE OF RAYMOND'S GURUS

o You may select a full year of 12 one-hour coaching sessions with one of
Raymond's Gurus:

THESE NEVER BEFORE OFFERED SERVICES 

AMOUNT TO BETWEEN US$112,000 AND US$150,000 
EVEN THOUGH SOME OF THESE ARE INDIVIDUALLY PRICELESS. 
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The Exclusive ORBITTM Experience 

NOTES 
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Raymond 
Aaron 

New York Times Best 

Selling Author. Adventurer 

and Internationally 

Renowned Speaker 

WORDS FROM RAYMOND 

For the last 40 years. I've traveled the 

world mentoring successful individuals to 

reach their highest levels of personal and 

financial success. 

I've had the opportunity to reach tens of 

thousands of people. from countless 

countries. in all walks of life. I've created 

celebrities. high profile business 

professionals. and multi-millionaires. 

�,. -
·-

In those 40 years the difference between 

those who attain theitr goals versus those 

who continue to struggle has been very 

clear. pulnec tristique. 
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CAPTURE 
EXPERIENCE 

2018/19 
Consume l /3rd of a Century of 
Raymond's Wisdom All In One Year!! 

CONTACT US 

The Raymond Aaron Group™ 

l 00 Allstate Parkway. 

Suite 604 

Markham 

Ontario, Canada 

L3R 6H3 

Phone: + l .90S.881 .8995 
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